appliedAI is Europe’s largest applied artificial intelligence (AI) initiative, taking Germany and Europe into the AI age.

B.NEO advises established companies on innovation strategy, corporate venturing, corporate incubation and company building and supports them with implementation.

Digital Hub Mobility brings together companies, tech startups and partners from the scientific, public and digital sectors all work together on the mobility of the future.

MakerSpace is a public-access high-tech workshop. It enables companies, startups and creatives to produce prototypes and small batches using state-of-the-art machines.

Together with the city of Munich, UnternehmerTUM is building a new innovation and startup center in the creative quarter for developing Smart City solutions.

The accelerator TechFounders prepares startups for a first round of venture capital and initiates strategic collaborations with established businesses.

Unternehmertum Venture Capital Partners (UVC Partners) is an early-stage venture capital firm that makes strategic investments in tech-based startups.

The XPRENEURS incubator supports high-tech teams in the early phase of their foundation and prepares them systematically for market entry.

WHAT UNTERNEHMERTUM OFFERS

+ for founders and startups:
  - Foundation consulting
  - Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs
  - Team development
  - Pre-Incubator XPLORE
  - Incubator XPRENEURS
  - accelerator TechFounders
  - competitions MakerSpace, Venture Capital

+ for established businesses:
  - Cooperations with startups, corporate acceleration,
    innovation consulting, business development, access to
    Saeth, Executive MBA in Innovation and Business Creation,
    executive trainings, hackathons, Digital Product School

+ for students and scientists:
  - Practical, hands-on entrepreneurial qualification with
    business plan seminars, boot camps, hackathons,
    Manage & More, Tech Talents community, Think.Make.Start
  - for Master’s students, Digital Product School

FROM A BUS COMPANY TO BIG DATA – THE SUCCESS STORIES AT UNTERNEHMERTUM

FOS4X Fiber optic sensors optimize wind-energy plants

KONUX Contactless, self-learning measuring sensors

FLIXBUS Europe’s leading intensity bus operator

PROLOVE Electronics, growth for industry

CELERIS Big Data technology detects vulnerabilities in business processes

NAVVIS 3D measurement and indoor navigation

FACTS & FIGURES

+ Associated Institute of TU München, one of Europe’s most powerful technical universities in research
+ Over 240 employees
+ More than 30 high-growth technology startups annually, e.g. Celonis, Konux, Ullian
+ Over 2000 participants in UnternehmerTUM programmes each year
+ 15000 Alumni
+ More than 100 established companies as partners, e.g. Allianz, BMW, Facebook, Google, Intel, SAP
+ Venture capital company manages fund volume totaling over EUR 100 million
THE UNIQUE NETWORK AT UNTERNEHMERTUM*

ESTABLISHED COMPANIES

STARTUPS

SCIENCE, POLITICS, ASSOCIATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS

* SELECTION